
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Blue Week – City of Rotterdam & STC host the Natural Propulsion Seminar May 30th 2018 

Low carbon and low emissions technology solutions for commercial shipping are coming to the fore 

in the industry, with the selection of fuel saving technologies and the development of alternative 

fuels vital to the future of a decarbonised global fleet. Wind propulsion and other maritime 

renewables are a key component in that development and next week leading experts, engineers, 

naval architects and project leaders in this growing field have the opportunity to come together in 

Rotterdam to exchange knowledge and discuss the key issues facing the sector.  

The 7th Natural Propulsion Seminar is part of the Blue Week, which is an independent, dedicated and 

free event where industry, academics and institutions can come together to discuss the latest 

running R&D initiatives, regulations and projects relating to sustainable energy from, and on, the 

sea. Also it is a platform to propose new projects. The event is comprised of progress meetings 

within running projects (only accessible to project members) and seminars where results and 

proposals are discussed publicly. The event this year is hosted by the city of Rotterdam in 

collaboration with STC Group. It is organised by the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands 

(MARIN) in association with other partners, including the International Windship Association (IWSA). 

Since the start in 2012 the Blueweek event has found its place in facilitating the initiation and 

running of projects that contribute to a more sustainable use of the sea. The Natural Propulsion 

Seminar continues to be a highlight in the ship design, marine engineering and maritime renewable 

energy calendar.  

 

Gavin Allwright, Secretary General of IWSA, is chairing the Natural Propulsion Seminar on May 30th 

which focuses on commercial wind propulsion and other natural propulsion solutions. There will be 

project progress updates from across Europe, the United States and Canada including;  the 

installation of the latest Norsepower rotor sail on board Viking Grace, an introduction of innovative 

large sail technology for cruise vessels from STX France,  hard sail developments from Wind+Wing, a 

net zero sail propulsion system for tankers from TankerProa, the Tig Rig retrofit sail system and the 

development of the Ventifoil from eConowind. 

These project updates will be complemented by research papers on sustainability and wind 

assistance in shipping from TU Delft and systematic variation of wind assisted ship designs by 

MARIN. There will also be a focus on wider issues with the BICEPS Network tackling shippers demand 

for sustainable ocean shipping, the World Wind Energy Association talking about the development 

of the global wind power industry, as inspiration for wind assistance on ships and CMB answering 

the questions around hydrogen’s potential to be used widely as a marine fuel. 

Gavin Allwright said: “I am looking forward to chairing the Natural Propulsion seminar again this 

year, MARIN has created a stimulating and collegiate environment during Blueweek and IWSA is 

delighted to be again working with the MARIN team to deliver this impactful event, which is a great 

opportunity to engage with pioneers in maritime renewable energy and wind propulsion for 

commercial vessels in particular.” 

Following the Natural Propulsion Seminar there will be the Natural Solutions Seminar, which focuses 

on maritime innovations based on nature. Finally on Tuesday May 29th additional  seminars are 

scheduled to discuss harvesting renewable energy at sea and the dual use of the sea. 

7th Natural Propulsion Seminar on May 30th to be held as part of Blue Week, Rotterdam, 

Netherlands. Registration is free of charge, however space is limited. 

For additional information and registration visit:  http://www.blueforum.org/?page_id=3107 

-END- 

http://www.blueforum.org/?page_id=3107


The International Windship Association (IWSA) – www.wind-ship.org 

The International Windship Association (IWSA) is a not-for-profit association bringing together 
technology providers, designers, naval architects, academics and NGO’s to facilitate and promote 
wind propulsion solutions for commercial shipping worldwide. This member driven association aims 
to bring together all parties in the development of a wind-ship sector to shape industry and 
government attitudes and policies. 

IWSA Contact details: 

Gavin Allwright 

Secretary 

Tel. +44-7517-105817 

secretary@wind-ship.org 

www.wind-ship.org 

 

Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN)  www.marin.nl 

MARIN is an independent research institute for the maritime sector, specialised in Hydrodynamics 
and Nautics. We have a dual mission: to provide industry with innovative design solutions; and to 
carry out advanced research for the benefit of the maritime sector as a whole. Our customers 
include commercial ship builders, fleet owners, navies, naval architects and offshore companies the 
world over. 

As part of its mission, MARIN wants to help make shipping smarter, cleaner and safer. Wind 
propelled or asisted vessels have a good potential to make shipping cleaner. However, for wind 
propulsion/asistance to be succesful again requires knowledge on the constraints and best design 
practice of such ships. MARIN is actively working together with stakeholders and clients to build up 
knowledge and improve ship designs, specifcally with respect to hydrodynamic performance. This 
includes CFD calculations, development of Power Prediction Programme’s, voyage simulations, and 
powering-, and seakeeping model tests. Amongst others MARIN is presently working in a project 
with TU Delft, Politecnico di Milano, Damen and Dykstra Naval Architects to improve performance 
predictions and design tools for wind assisted ships. 

MARIN Contact details: 

Rogier Eggers  

Tel. +31 317 49 39 11 

R.Eggers@marin.nl 

www.marin.nl 
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